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A B S T R A C T

Coase’s (1960) famous story of land use conflicts between two farms, as generalized in the Coase
Theorem, injects into neo-institutional economics a potential to overcome the a-spatial limitations of
neo-classical economics and contribute to theorization in planning as a science for delineating places for
specific purposes, or zoning. In the light of the historical evolution in spatial division of labour and a
review of the literature on the definitions and meaning of zoning, this exploratory interdisciplinary
inquiry informed by neo-institutional economics, history of surveying and planning, attempts to use the
corollary of the Coase Theorem, which highlights the significance of property boundaries, to explore
several boundary scenarios in planned zoning that are of policy significance. They are conflicts of zoning,
borderline non-zoning, incomplete zoning, forgotten zones, zoning for non-planning, rights-conferring
zoning and co-development zoning. The transaction cost implications of these scenarios are spelled out.
Examples from Europe, China, Australia and Americas are cited and elaborated where suitable to
illustrate specific arguments.

ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Privatization involves the partitioning of this resource
among separate users with a specific delineation of boundaries
(Buchanan, 1991: p.1, italics authors’).
Boundary crossings must be expected to occur, even when
property is clearly defined, because some persons will seek to
obtain differential advantage by crossing borders . . .
(Buchanan 1993: p.11, italics authors’).

Preamble
Zoning as an ordinary expression and “non-zoning” as a

technical term mean different things to different readers. In the
United States, zoning is an institution that has great social and
economic significance (Perin, 1977). It is a system enabled by
legislation and affirmed as constitutional by the Supreme Court in
Euclid1 with respect to regulating land use and development
beyond common law restrictions, and in modifying common law
rights. “Non-zoning,” which prevailed in Houston, Texas and as
profiled by Siegan (1970), went against this norm as a radically
unique, but feasible, “private city” and “private planning”

alternative: a looming paradigm with a Coasian transaction cost
connection (Andersson & Moroni, 2014; Glasze, Chris, & Klaus,
2004) in current planning inquiry.

On the other hand, “Non-zoning” in England does not refer to
“private planning,” but is professional planning law terminology
describing local government development controls, which require
permission for almost any “change in use” or development. Upon
closer analysis, this English “non-zoning” system does not differ
much from what is formally understood as a zoning system
elsewhere. For example, it is little different from the system in New
South Wales, Australia, except that there the Local Environmental
Plans provide for columns of always permitted and permissible
uses, as in a typical U.S. zoning regime.

This monograph seeks to focus attention on the point that the
spatial delineation of land is fundamental to any spatial division of
labour in social and economic activities. This is real zoning in its
broadest generic sense, underlying both private property and state
planning whether expressly called zoning or otherwise. In this
light, “non-zoning” in Houston can be better described as “private
zoning” rather than “private planning” by restrictive covenants. For
the latter makes sense only because it is based on a hidden
framework of state zoning in the pattern of subdivision of the
original private property lots, and by other regulations that serve
planning purposes. Also, “non-zoning” in England is, in fact, a bona
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fide zoning regime, as the whole local government area, which
clearly delineates jurisdictional boundaries, can be regarded as a
zone within which the provisions of the town planning legislation
of the time applies.

1. Introduction

From a historical perspective, the delineation of land with
planimetrically accurate boundaries for private land ownership,
whether through a haphazard or gradual process for properties
possessed from “time immemorial” or according to a state
subdivision plan for a newly-annexed territory, is an essential
prelude to the unitization and commodification of properties by
lowering the transaction costs of valuating the property. In the
latter case, planning or zoning by contract can occur ab initio, as in
the case of many British colonies, where the land was granted
subject to state planning controls. Treated as ‘natural’ zones for
planning by proprietors, these privately-owned land lots were
“rezoned” when subsequent modern zoning was imposed on them
by the state for whatever reason.

This wide understanding of zoning helps evaluate the transac-
tion cost implications of several real world scenarios of zoning in
relation to such recent specific planning phenomena in China as
“villages in cities” and wider practical concepts such as “takings,”
“land adjustment,” and the “transfer of development rights”, etc.
Transaction costs, in the Coasian tradition, refer to costs that
cannot be captured by a neo-classical production function. In this
monograph, the focus is on the notion of “clearly defined property
rights” in the Coase Theorem applied to land in the sense of clearly
delineated property boundaries (Lai, 2007). The Coase theorem, to
be elaborated in Section 3, was derived from Coase’s 1960 work
(Coase, 1960) and its farming story of two adjoining pieces of land
with clearly delineated boundaries.2 With respect to resource
allocation of land to cattle ranching relative to wheat farming as
between these domains, as demarcated by the location of the
mutually agreed adjustable de facto common boundary, depends
purely on relative prices of farm produce and is invariant to the de
jure border. In this hypothetical world, institutional designs
including laws and policies are redundant and in any case would
not affect resource allocation. This theorem assumes that
transaction costs are zero. The practical application of the theorem
lies where such costs are exactly positive, a scenario covered by the
“corollary of the Coase Theorem,” when institutional designs – and
precision or otherwise of boundary delineation – are significant in
resource allocation.

Zoning is meaningless in the absence of a spatial division of
labour in production and consumption: a nexus of physical
exchange manifested in transportation and innovatory and other
social exchange. These in turn imply mutual dependence and
cooperation as well as competition and rivalry. Zoning is therefore
to be understood as a matter of expediency that facilities such
exchange. This accordingly calls attention not only to private
property owners, but also to “stakeholders,” who do not hold land
under the law, yet who are nonetheless significant in social
transactions. Ignoring this results in a narrow view of private
property that stresses exclusivity, whether as economic “defend-
ability” (Fleischman et al., 2014; Acheson, 2015) or “might makes
right” (Umbeck, 1981), and forsakes the social function of private
rights; rights contingent on and thus also serving the common
good.

A difficult question raised in this monograph, for those who
equate legislative or statutory zoning to town planning, is how pre-
legislated urban or rural development was actually ordered in the
United States between Lord Shaftesbury’s Board of Plantations’
Grand Modell, as followed in the laying out of Philadelphia, and
Euclid. Equally, how were things ordered in Hong Kong between
1842, when the first sale of leasehold interests was held, and 1939
when a Town Planning Ordinance was enacted, with its preamble
modelled on Euclid. As instruments of planning for these two far
apart cities, the town layouts were products of the visible hand.
This puts into proper perspective the insightful work of Li (2014)
which argues that the techniques of surveying and zoning are
modern means (“inscription devices and modes of calculation”) to
picture land’s “resourcefulness” to make it “investible” in the
common mind.3

To shed light on this question, the rest of this monograph is
organized into 5 sections. Section 2, “the prevalence of zoning”,
explains that boundary delineation is a characteristic of land as
private (or more generally exclusive) property. The tension
between penumbrality and exactitude of zone boundaries, which
can be denominated in terms of transaction costs, is explained.
Section 3 offers a Coasian stance on zoning as boundary
delineation treated as an essential institutional arrangement for
land property. Section 4 is a literature review, which shows with
reference to textual materials that boundary delineation is
fundamental in academic and professional understanding of
zoning; that two fundamental and erroneous assumptions about
zoning are that it is seen only as a state planning method and is
always imposed unilaterally by the state; and that zone boundaries
are treated as decision variables without reference to lot
boundaries. Section 5 examines 7 scenarios of zoning, namely
conflicts of zoning; borderline non-zoning; incomplete zoning;
officially forgotten zones; zoning for non-planning and co-
development zones. Section 6 concludes the monograph and
Section 7 is the bibliography.

2. The prevalence of zoning

As new lands were acquired, a first priority was to survey
them. The mapped cadastral survey was one of the most
powerful instruments available in the colonies for allocating the
prime resource – land. . . . He [the land surveyor] was the
instrument for imposing a whole new economic and spatial
order on the territory . . . In the process he usually extinguished
pre-colonial land rights . . . The land surveyor was an explorer,
resource appraiser, town planner, delineator of routeways, and
the shaper of landscapes both urban and rural.” (Home, 1997:
p.37)

The spatial partition of land, whether by governments or private
bodies, whether as a result of deliberate planning or other more
spontaneous arrangements based on ingrained assumptions,
intuition or experience, is a basic land use planning activity that
entails decisions on boundary delineation, on their clarity and on
their maintenance. As private property, the resultant parcels or
“places” – as often technically referred to as “lots”, which is the
term we shall use primarily hereafter – are natural and truly
(though seldom so called) “zones” or units of planning4 for both

2 This “clearly defined legal boundaries” exhausts the meaning of “clearly defined
property rights” under the Coase Theorem. For the reason behind this, see Lai (2007:
p 350).

3 The drive to planimetrically correct cadastral maps in USA began as early as the
17 Century. See Stilgoe (1976).

4 These are proprietary units and are not the same as “planning units” in UK
planning enforcement law. In Rawlings v. Secretary of State for the Environment and
Tandridge DC (1980): The determination of a “planning unit” was a matter of fact
and degree for the decision-taker and the occupation and ownership were not
conclusive.
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